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-he ref'. : - '-ani t indicate nas two aspects: one 
external to the Conferencet one intemal. Both asnects a ■e 
c i o s e It c onn e ted.

External' v, the Conference has, largely, lost the awareness 
of the historic context in which it /takes rlace. That is: the 
dramatic struggle of the 1'hird V/orld for its nlace in the inter
national community and its fair share of its wealth and resources. 
This struggle reached a climax in the Sixth Special Session o" 
the General Assembly and the adoption of ’he Chapter of Economic
Rights and Duties of States. ‘'All organizations, institutions, 
subsidiary "bodies and conferences of the United Nations system 
are entrusted with the imnlementation of the Programme of Action,’’ 
the Sixth Special Session resolved. It would "be ha^d to claim 
that TJNCloS is, at this time, really living un to the challenge.

Internally, the Conference has lost sight of its focus, that 
is, the building of international institutions to embody this r°w 
international order as far asthe resources of the oceans are 
concerned.

The building of international institutions has|been rushed 
to the margin. The ren.1 weight of the Conference has shifted 
to the Second Committee, dealing with national interests rather 
than the building of international institutions. And national 
interests are divisive. Hence the work hasjbeen fragmented, and the 
basic Committee structure has given way to a jungle of overlapping 
interest grou s, contact groups, negotiating grours, etc.

The decision to present unified texts at the end of this 
session has teeen an inspired one, enabling the Conference to 
close with a semblance of success, on the basis of work achieved.
But the underlying difficulties are still w : h us, and will be there
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th:.08 parte -• . first • fouid bring up go date existing reports 
on the econo- potential of the oceans. It will be obvious to 
all that the real potential of the cxeeans does not lie in tVie 
seabed beyond the limits of national jurisdiction! The second 
part would examine the documents of the Six Special Assembly and 
the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States and extrapolate 
their implications for the Conference on the Law of the sea.
We might, tentatively, list the following points, all taken 
from the "icxt^mationxl New international Economic Order" 
documentation, which would seem to ha/e a direct bearing on 
the Law of the Sea Conference: (l) The development of landlocked 
states and developing island states; (2) the study of raw 
materials and development; (3) permanent sovereignty over 
natural resources and international cooperation. In particular: 
efforts to ensure that competent agencies of the U.N. system 
meet requests for assistance from developing countries in 
connection with the operation of nationalized means of production; 
(4) /^nexrloited or underexrloited resources which, put to 
practical use, would contribute considerably tojthe solution of 
th*3 world food crisis; (5 ) strengthening of economic integration 
at the regional and subregional level; (6) Formulation and 
implementation of an international code of Conduct for multi
national cor^ortations; (7 ) transfer of technology; (8) equitable 
parti citation of developing countries in the world shipping 
tonnage; (9 definition of policy framework and coordination 
of the activities of all organizations, institutions, and sub
sidiary bodies within the U.N. system., for the implementation
of the Lrogp'- me of Action of the New International Economic
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n . . m art would examine the main trends of the 
Conferen inn see what these, in turn, could contribute to /he
advaneerier ~ if the new international economic order. This 
analysis should be primarily based on the "unified texts." In 
particular the study should examine (1) the economic implicatio*a
/i of the concert of the Common Heritage of Mankind and its 
evolution or involution; a tori.o to which NEPTUNE raid attention 
in the last issue with an argumentation that should be«r
enlarged and. deepened; (2) the impact of the EconOTriic_2one 
concert on the building of a new international economig order;
(3) the contribution of the Seabed Authority to a new inter
national economic order.

It will become clear that most of the debates now occupy
ing the Conference are irrelevant to the building of the new 
international economic ordervfoile, on the other hand, the real 
economic potential of the oceans is not being mobilized for 
the building of such an order.

We feel that such a study would have a clarifying, perhaps 
catalytic effect and might contribute much to the re-orient
ation of the next session of the Conference.

Elisabeth Mann Borgese,
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UNCLOS AND TIIE NEW I NTH '-'NATIONAL ECONOMIC 0 BDER
by

Elisabeth Mann Borgese 
buted as insert to NEPTUNE)

If bbere were difficulties at this session o^ UNCLOS 
reasons are many and complex. We want, however, to sin^
o^e which 8eer*s to be Particularly imnortant, and try to
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The reason I want to indicate has two aspects: one 
-rial to the Conference, one internal. Both aspects are
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Externally, the Conference has, largely, lost the awareness 

v>e historic context in which it takes place. That is: the
;ic struggle of the Third World for its place in the inter- 

^  0r;cl community and its fair share of its wealth and resourcesdiran-
fp „ _tm^mle reached a climax in the Sixth Special Session of 

/'General Assembly and the adoption of the Charter of Economic 
rv. t.s end Duties of States. "All organizations, institutions,
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'e{̂ with the implementation of the Programme of Action
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_ S±ih Spec: al Session resolved. If would be hard to claim 
;ot UNOLoS is, at this time, really living up to the challenge.

Internally, the Conference has lost sight of its focus, that 
tfm building of international institutions to embody this new 

irte>'*n&bionul order as far as the resources of the oceans are
concer"^-

The building* of international institutions has been rushed 
to the margin. The real weight of the Conference has shifted 
to the Second Committee, dealing with national interests rather 
than the building of international institutions. And national 
interests are divisive. Hence the work has been fragmented, and 
the basic Committee structure has given way to a jungle of over- 
larring interest groups, contact groups, negotiating groups, 
etc.

The decision to present unified texts at the end of this 
session has been an inspired one, enabling the Conference to 
close with a semblance of success, on the basis of work achieved. 
But the underlying difficulties are stillwith us, and will be 
there when we meet next.

f or
To h°ln the conference to rethink its role in the struggle 
a new international econemic eder and to remain its focus
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and a clear perspective of its own activities, nu^h work has 
to be done during the next nix months. What have in mind is
a study by an impartial o^ran of the Conference —  we sue-rest, 
the General Rapporteur —  on the interrelations between the 
building of the now international pcono-ic o rder and the making 
of the new law of the sea. The study we have in mind would have 
three rants. The first would brine- ur to date existing reports 
on the economic -potential of the oceans. It will be obvious to 
all that the real potential of the oceans don not lie in the 
seabed beyond the limits of national jurisdiction.* The second 
mart would examine the documents of the Sixth Special Assembly 
and the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States and 
extrapolate their implications for the Conference on the Law of 
the Sea. Vve might, tentatively, list the following -points, 
all taken from the "New International Economic Order" document
ation, which would seem to have a direct bearing on the Law 
of the Sea Conference: (l) The development of landlocked States 
and developing island States; (2) the study of raw materials 
and development; (3 ) remanent sovereignty ever natural 
resources and international cooperation. In particular*: 
efforts to ensure that competent agencies of the U.N, system 
meet requests for assistance from developing countries in 
connection with the operation of nationalized means of pro
duct] on; (4) unex^loited or under,ex-Toited resources which, 
vut to practical use, would contribute considerably to the 
solution of the world food crisis; (5 ) strengthening of economic 
integration at the regional and subregional level; (6) form
ulation and implementation of an intemationalcode of conduct 
for multinational corporations; (7 ) transfer of technolemv;
(8) equitable participation of developing countries in the 
world shirking tonnage; (9 ) definition of policy framework 
and coordination of the activities of all organizations, 
institutions, and subsidiary bodies within the U.N. system, 
for the implementation of the Programme of Action of the New 
International Economic Order; (lO) enhancement of participation 
in decision-making bodies in development-financing and inter
national monetary problems.

What, if anything, has the Conference done about these 
points? What should it do?

The third part would examine the ^ain trends of the Con
ference and see what these, in turn, could contribute to the 
advancement of the new international economic o^der. This 
analysis should he primarily based on the "unified texts." In 
particular, the study should examine (l) the economic implications 
of the concent of the Common Heritage of Mankind and its 
evolution or involution: a tonic to which NEL UTE raid attention 
in the last issue with an argumentation that should bo 
enlarged and deepened; (?) the impact of the Economic-Zone 
concent on the building of a new international economic order;
(3 ) the contribution of the Seabed Authority to a new inter
national economic order.



It will beeore clear that most of the debates now 
occupying the Conference are irrelevant to the buildinr of 
the new international econonic order while, on the other 
hand, the real econonic potential of the oceans is not bein^ 
nobilized for the building of such an order.

We feel that such a study would have a clarifying, nerl a 
catalytic effect and ni/rht contribute much to the re-ori^nt- 
ation of the next session of the Conference.


